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Item Number Cameras
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-CINECAMMICHDMFT BLACKMAGIC Micro Cinema Camera

The world’s smallest digital film camera with Super 16mm sensor and 13 stops of dynamic range that is 
designed to be operated remotely. Features a revolutionary expansion port with PWM and S.Bus inputs so 
you can use a model airplane remote control to operate the camera wirelessly. Includes a built in SD card 
recorder for capturing up to 1080HD in CinemaDNG RAW or ProRes, MFT lens mount and operates up to 60 
fps with global shutter up to 30 fps

€ 919

BMD-CINECAMPOCHDMFT4K BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 4K
The revolutionary new Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 4K is the camera you’ve been asking for. It 
features an all new handheld design that puts the latest advanced digital film technology into the palm of your 
hand. The Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 4K has a 4/3 size sensor, 13 stops of dynamic range and 
dual native ISO up to 25,600. That means you get stunning HDR images and incredible low light 
performance. The external controls give you quick access to essential functions, while the large 5 inch 
touchscreen makes it easy to frame shots, focus accurately and change camera settings. Images are 
recorded onto standard SD/UHS-II or CFast 2.0 cards in RAW and ProRes at up to 120 frames per second. 
In addition, the Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 4K has an MFT lens mount, built-in microphones, mini 
XLR input, full sized HDMI, 3D LUT support, Bluetooth, USB-C Expansion Port and more.

€ 1,205

BMD-CINECAMPOCHDMFT4K-BATT BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 4K with Spare Battery & Charger Kit € 1,255
BMD-CINECAMPOCHDEF6K BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 6K.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

The Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K features a Super 35 size sensor, 13 stops of dynamic range and 
dual native ISO up to 25,600 for HDR images and incredible low light performance. External controls give 
quick access to essential functions, while the large 5 inch touchscreen makes it easy to frame shots, focus 
accurately and change camera settings. Features include built in SD/UHS‑II or CFast 2.0 recorders for 
Blackmagic RAW or ProRes recording as well as a USB‑C expansion port for recording externally to disks, 
plus EF lens mount, built-in microphones, XLR input, full sized HDMI, 3D LUT support, Bluetooth and more.

€ 1,895

BMD-CINECAMPOCHDEF6K-BATT BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 6K with Spare Battery & Charger Kit € 1,954
BMD-CINECAMPOCHDEF6K-PBE BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 6K and Core PowerBase Edge Bundle. € 2,120
BMD-CINECAMPOCHDEF6K-MAN BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 6K and Manfrotto Nitrotech N8 & 546GB Twin GS Tripod € 2,577
BMD-CINECAMPOCHDEF6K-AGBG BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 6K and Angelbird Match Pack (Grey) € 2,285
BMD-CINECAMPOCHDEF6K-AGBR BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 6K and Angelbird Match Pack (Red) € 2,285
BMD-CINECAMPOCHDEF6K-ZHI BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 6K and Zhiyun Crane 3 Creator Package € 2,908
BMD-CINECAMPOCHDEF6K-AZD BLACKMAGIC Pocket Cinema Camera 6K and Azden CX250MX Mini XLR Microphone € 2,120
BMD-CINECAMPOCHDXBT BLACKMAGIC Pocket Camera Battery Grip

Designed for the Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 4K, the new Pocket Camera Battery Grip lets you 
replace the camera’s standard LP-E6 battery with two L-series batteries so you can better power external 
flash disks or even shoot for over 2 hours on a single charge! It’s perfect for anyone that needs to shoot for 
extended periods of time. Featuring a unique carbon fiber design, non-slip hand grips, and a slide out tray 
that holds 2 L-series batteries, the Pocket Camera Battery Grip also makes it easier to hold the camera on 
longer shoots. L-Series batteries are standard batteries used for a variety of professional lighting equipment, 
so they’re readily available. You can even charge the batteries in the grip via the camera’s 12V DC 
connection in between takes!

€ 235

BMD-CINSTUDMFT/UHD/MR BLACKMAGIC Micro Studio Camera 4K
The Blackmagic Micro Studio Camera 4K is an incredibly tiny Ultra HD resolution camera that can be used in 
HD and Ultra HD video formats that can be fully controlled from the switcher via the SDI control protocol. 
Blackmagic Micro Studio Camera 4K includes 6G-SDI connections, built in color corrector, talkback, tally 
indicator, PTZ control output, built in microphones, backup battery, an adaptable MFT lens mount and B4 
lens control output.

€ 1,205

BLACKMAGIC Studio Camera
The world’s most advanced broadcast camera for live production. Inside its incredibly tough, lightweight 
magnesium alloy body you get a massive 10” viewfinder, talkback, tally indicators, phantom powered 
microphone connections and built in optical fiber (optional) and SDI connections that let you connect to your 
switcher with a single cable. The Blackmagic Studio Camera is available in HD and Ultra HD models, and is 
packed with all the advanced features you need for multi camera production and broadcast.

BMD-CINSTUDMFT/HD/2 BLACKMAGIC Studio Camera (Without Fibre SFP Module & Built in Battery) € 1,389
BMD-CINSTUDMFT/UHD/2 BLACKMAGIC Studio Camera 4K (Without Fibre SFP Module & Built in Battery) € 1,585

BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Camera

BMD-CINEURSAMUPRO12K Blackmagic URSA Mini Pro 12K                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Blackmagic URSA Mini Pro 12K is a revolution in digital film with a 12,288 x 6480 12K Super 35 sensor and 
14 stops of dynamic range, built into the award winning URSA Mini body. The combination of 80 megapixels 
per frame, new colour science and the flexibility of Blackmagic RAW makes working with 12K a reality. 
Oversampling from 12K gives you the best 8K and 4K images with the subtle skin tones and extraordinary 
detail of high end still cameras. You can shoot at 60 fps in 12K, 110 fps in 8K and up to 220 fps in 4K Super 
16. URSA Mini Pro 12K features an interchangeable PL mount, as well as built in ND filters, dual CFast and 
UHS‑II SD card recorders, a SuperSpeed USB‑C expansion port and more. DaVinci Resolve Studio is 
included for creative control through post from editing to colour, VFX and more.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
***only available through specialist authorised resellers only***

€ 9,255

BMD-CINEURSAMUPRO46KG2 BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Pro 4.6K G2
URSA Mini Pro 4.6K G2, is a professional digital film camera that combines incredible 4.6K image quality 
with the features and controls of a traditional broadcast camera. The second generation URSA Mini Pro 
features fully redesigned electronics and a new Super 35mm 4.6K HDR image sensor that combine to give 
you much higher frame rate shooting. You also get built in ND filters, an interchangeable lens mount, 
Blackmagic RAW support, and both dual CFast and SD UHS-II card recorders for capturing images at up to 
300 frames per second. There’s even a USB-C expansion port that lets you record directly to flash drives or 
SSD disks for even longer recording times. URSA Mini Pro 4.6K G2 features a massive number of controls 
intuitively positioned on the side of the camera so you can adjust most settings by feel, without ever having to 
take your eyes off the action. URSA Mini Pro is lightweight and comfortable enough to use all day, has 
controls that are extremely fast to use, and image quality that’s far superior to broadcast cameras costing ten 
times more.

***PLEASE NOTE - This does not include Side Hand Grip or Lanc Cable***

€ 5,565

BMD-CINEURSAMC4K BLACKMAGIC URSA Broadcast
URSA Broadcast is an advanced Ultra HD broadcast camera that works with your existing HD or Ultra HD B4 
lenses, so you can shoot HD today and switch to Ultra HD when you’re ready! You get professional broadcast 
controls, built in ND filters, non-stop 12-bit recording of ProRes and DNx files to dual SD UHS-II or CFast 
cards, and new extended video range for stunning broadcast ready shots that can go straight to air. URSA 
Broadcast is two cameras in one. Use it for production work or add a Blackmagic URSA studio Viewfinder to 
turn it into a live studio camera with remote control and built in colour corrector!

€ 3,235

BMD-CINEURSAMC4K/FUJI/BDL BLACKMAGIC URSA Broadcast | Fuji LA16 Bundle
Blackmagic URSA Broadcast and Fuji LA16 Lens Bundle. Fujinon have designed the LA16 specifially for the 
Blackmagic URSA Broadcast to create the best lens performance with 4K and HD resolution. Compact and 
lightweight, the lens weighs only 1.6kg thanks in part due to its unique rear focus mechanism design. The 
size provides optimal balance with Blackmagic URSA Broadcast with 4K performance. Featuring a 16x zoom 
ratio suitable for EFP, news and studio shooting. The electronic flange back adjustment with macro switch 
function increases convenience when shooting. The use of FUJINON accessories enables precise control of 
zoom and focus while on a tripod. Mounting the camera on a tripod also enables efficient studio or field style 
shooting.

€ 7,375

lens not included

lens not included

lens not included

lens not included

lens not included

lens not included

lens not included

lens not included
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Item Number Viewfinders & Mounts
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-CINECAMURSANEVFP BLACKMAGIC URSA Viewfinder

High resolution viewfinder for USRA range of cameras includes full HD OLED display and true glass optics 
for perfect focus.

€ 1,545

BMD-CINECAMURSANSVF BLACKMAGIC URSA Studio Viewfinder
Now you can turn URSA Mini into a professional live production camera by adding the all new URSA Studio 
Viewfinder.The large 7" screen includes a detachable sunshade so you can use it day or night, and the tactile 
control dials and customizable function buttons let you make adjustments on the fly so you don’t have to 
touch the screen or look away!

€ 1,855

BMD-BMUMCA/TOPHAND BLACKMAGIC Camera URSA Mini - Top Handle € 85
BMD-CAMURSAMTB4 BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini B4 Mount € 285
BMD-CINEURSAMUPROTB4HD BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Pro B4 Mount € 365
BMD-CINEURSAMUPROTEF BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Pro EF Mount € 165
BMD-CINEURSAMUPROTF BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Pro F Mount € 355
BMD-CINEURSAMUPROTPL BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Pro PL Mount € 235

Item Number Camera Accessories 
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-CINEURSASHMSSD2 BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Recorder

The Blackmagic URSA Mini SSD Recorder lets you record Cinema DNG or ProRes files onto standard 2.5” 
SSD media with URSA Mini Pro. Unlike other types of cards, SSD media is super-fast so you can record full 
resolution 4K and 4.6K 12-bit RAW files. URSA Mini SSD Recorder supports SSD’s up to 4TB’s, so you can 
record longer without having to change cards. The unique design of the Blackmagic URSA Mini SSD 
Recorder attaches directly to the back your URSA Mini Pro between the camera and the battery. It uses 6G-
SDI as a data link to the camera so you don’t have to worry about starting or stopping the SSD recorder. 
Everything is setup and controlled directly from the Camera.

€ 385

BMD-CINEURSANMFRCAM BLACKMAGIC Camera Fiber Converter
The Blackmagic Camera Fiber Converter attaches to the back of your URSA Mini or URSA Broadcast 
camera. In addition to converting all of the audio, video, camera control and talkback into fiber, it also adds 
professional studio camera controls to the back of your camera. You get control for return feeds, dual 
intercom controls with the ability to mix in program audio, record, focus and iris controls, headset connectors, 
audio and more. The camera converter also includes a VLock mount plate on the top for attaching 
accessories such as a professional Blackmagic Studio Viewfinder. The Blackmagic Camera Fiber Converter 
has connections for your Ultra HD camera feed, 3 HD return feeds, full remote camera control, PTZ, multiple 
channels of talkback, tally and more.

€ 2,795

BMD-CINEURSANWFRSTUD BLACKMAGIC Studio Fiber Converter
The Blackmagic Studio Fiber Converter is used at the other end of your broadcast camera chain back in the 
studio or outside broadcast truck. It converts signals from the remote camera back into standard television 
industry connections that can be used with your live production switchers, audio mixers and talkback 
interfaces. It features a high capacity power supply to drive the cable so it can provide enough power for your 
camera and any accessories that you might add. The studio fiber converter includes connections for tally, two 
dual channel intercoms for industry standard 3rd party talkback systems, and even a backup engineering 
talkback channel in case the fiber goes down. You get a main Ultra HD camera feed plus 3 independent HD 
return feeds with full remote camera control, PTZ, tracker talkback and ethernet, all through a single SMPTE 
fiber cable. 

€ 2,795

BMD-CINEURSANWFRSUR BLACKMAGIC Studio Fiber Rack Kit
Rack mount up to 2 Blackmagic Studio Fiber Converters side by side with this lightweight kit that’s perfect for 
road cases or equipment racks.

€ 135

BMD-SWPANELCCU4 BLACKMAGIC Atem Camera Control Unit
The ATEM Camera Control Panel is a compact remote camera control unit designed to control up to four 
different URSA Broadcast, URSA Mini, Blackmagic Studio or Blackmagic Micro Studio cameras. The control 
panel features traditional broadcast style controls and adjustments so a single person can monitor and adjust 
a wide range of technical parameters such as black levels, gain, colour balance, shutter speed and more. 
This leaves your camera operators free to focus on the more creative aspects of live production such as 
framing and composition. Unlike traditional CCU controllers, which have to be installed into a desk, the 
ATEM Camera Control Panel has been designed to be portable so it can simply be placed on any desktop or 
bolted down so it can be mounted in a slide out rack shelf. The controls are arranged in a familiar and logical 
layout, making it perfect for both experienced and new operators. Plus, it works with all ATEM switcher 
models.

€ 2,755

BMD-CINSTUDXURDO/3G BLACKMAGIC 3G-SDI Arduino Shield
SDI Arduino Shield lets customers build their own custom controllers for cameras and other SDI devices.

€ 89

BMD-BMUMCA/PLTFCMNT BLACKMAGIC Camera URSA Mini - Fiber Mount Plate € 49
BMD-BMUMCA/PLTSSDRMNT BLACKMAGIC Camera URSA Mini - SSD Record Mount Plate € 49
BMD-3GBIOPT BLACKMAGIC Adapter - 3G BD SFP Optical Module € 65
BMD-6GBIOPT BLACKMAGIC Adapter - 6G BD SFP Optical Module € 135
BMD-12GBIOPT BLACKMAGIC Adapter - 12G BD SFP Optical Module € 285

Item Number Camera Accessories Continued
List Price

(EUR)
Storage
SSD-240 256GB BMD Compatible SSD Drive  € 155
SSD-480 512GB BMD Compatible SSD Drive  € 275
Power Solutions & Cables

HL-VIDASSPP-LPE6 Hahnel LP-E6 Style Battery and Charger Kit. Includes 2 x HL-E6 Batteries & 1 x Pro Cube Dual Charger € 154

HL-HLX-E6NPP Hahnel LP-E6 Style Battery and Charger Kit. Includes 1 x HLX-E6N Batteries & 1 x Dual Charger € 59

BMD-CINEURVLBATTAD BLACKMAGIC V-Mount Adaptor for URSA Camera € 95
BMD-CINEURVBATTGOLD BLACKMAGIC Gold Mount Adaptor for URSA Camera € 95
BMD-PSUPPLY-XLR/12V100W BLACKMAGIC Power Supply URSA 12v 100w € 139
BMD-PSUPPLY-XLR/12V30W BLACKMAGIC Power Supply Studio Camera 12v 30w € 85
BMD-PS-12V10W BLACKMAGIC Power Supply - Pocket Cinema Camera € 49
BMD-CABLE-MSC4K/B4 BLACKMAGIC Digital B4 Control Adaptor Cable for Micro Studio Camera € 35
BMD-CABLE-CINECAMMIC BLACKMAGIC Micro Cinema Camera Cable € 35
BMD-CABLE-STUDCAMMIC BLACKMAGIC Micro Studio Camera Cable € 35
Mounts & Supports
BMD-CINECAMUSPLSHIM BLACKMAGIC PL Mount Shim Kit € 55
BMD-CINEURSAMUPROSHM BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Pro Shim Kit € 79
BMD-CINECAMURSASHMK BLACKMAGIC URSA Shoulder Kit € 335
BMD-CINECAMURSASHMKM BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Shoulder Kit € 385
BMD-CINEURSASHSMC BLACKMAGIC URSA Mini Mic Mount € 129
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Item Number Production Switchers
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-SWATEMMINI BLACKMAGIC ATEM Mini 4 HDMI input Live production switcher

The new ATEM Mini makes it easy to create professional multi camera productions for live streaming to 
YouTube or innovative business presentations using Skype. Simply connect ATEM Mini and you can switch 
live between 4 high quality video camera inputs in dramatically better quality images. You can even connect 
to a computer to present PowerPoint slides or add a gaming console. The built in DVE allows exciting picture 
in picture effects, perfect for live commentary. There's loads of video effects too. To live stream, ATEM Mini 
has a USB output that works like a webcam, so you can connect to any video software. There's also HDMI 
video out for projectors. Microphone inputs allow high quality desktop and lapel mics for interviews and 
presentations. ATEM Mini even has secret broadcast features built in so it can do high end work.

€ 289

BMD-SWATEMMINIBPR BLACKMAGIC ATEM Mini Pro                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
The ATEM Mini Pro has all of the same features as the Mini, with the additinal added features,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
 • Direct recording to USB flash disks in H.264
 • Direct streaming via Ethernet to YouTube Live, Facebook Live and other networks
 • Multiview with 4 cameras, media, preview and program plus status of recording, streaming and audio                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

€ 569

BMD-SWATEMMINIBPRISO BLACKMAGIC ATEM Mini Pro ISO
The ATEM Mini Pro ISO model lets you edit your live event because it can record 5 video streams, including 
clean feeds of all inputs and the program recording, all at the same time! Media pool images used are also 
saved with the video files. The video files include metadata tags such as synced timecode and camera 
numbers. Imagine re-editing your show with new colour grades, effects and graphics! Even the audio sources 
are all recorded so you can professionally remix your audio!
The ATEM Mini Pro ISO model can also save a DaVinci Resolve project file, so with a single click, you can 
open your live production as a video edit. All cuts, dissolves and media pool graphics will be loaded. This 
means you can fine tune edit points or even completely replace shots! The DaVinci Resolve Sync Bin lets you 
select new shots via a Multiview so it's very easy to use. You can even relink to Blackmagic RAW camera 
files for adding professional color correction and finishing in Ultra HD!

€ 849

BMD-SWATEMMINISBPR BLACKMAGIC ATEM Streaming Bridge
The ATEM Streaming Bridge is a video converter that lets you receive a H.264 stream from any ATEM Mini 
Pro and convert it back to SDI and HDMI video. This means you can send video to remote locations around 
your local Ethernet network, or via the internet globally.
That's possible because it uses advanced H.264 codecs for higher quality at very low data rates. Imagine 
broadcasters and bloggers collaborating on shows and creating global networks of ATEM Mini Pro remote 
broadcast studios. Setup is easy as the ATEM software utility can create setup files that you can email to 
remote ATEM Mini Pro studios. ATEM Streaming Bridge is the perfect way use ATEM Mini Pro as a remote 
broadcast studio

€ 235

BMD-SWATEMTVSTU/HD BLACKMAGIC ATEM Television Studio HD
ATEM Television Studio HD includes 4 SDI and 4 HDMI inputs so you can connect up to 8 sources and 
supports all formats up to 1080p60. Packed with high end broadcast features, ATEM Television Studio HD 
has re-sync on all inputs so you always get clean switching whether you’re using professional or consumer 
cameras. Plus, you get multi view output so you can see all of your sources, preview and program on a 
single screen, aux out, built in talkback, 2 still stores, an audio mixer, camera control unit and more.

€ 929

BMD-SWATEMTVSTU/PROHD BLACKMAGIC ATEM Television Studio Pro HD
ATEM Television Studio Pro HD is a broadcast quality all in one live production switcher with integrated 
hardware control panel designed for both broadcast and professional AV users. ATEM Television Studio Pro 
HD features 8 inputs, multiview, auxiliary and program outputs, analogue audio inputs, built in talkback, two 
flash based media players, professional creative transitions, a DVE for effects and more. ATEM Television 
Studio Pro HD combines a professional broadcast hardware control panel with a powerful 8 input switcher. It 
includes 4 SDI and 4 HDMI inputs, all with re-sync, so customers can connect a total of up to 8 different 
sources such as professional SDI broadcast cameras, consumer HDMI cameras, computers and even video 
game consoles.

€ 2,155

BMD-SWATEMTVSTU/PRO4K BLACKMAGIC ATEM Television Studio Pro 4K
The new ATEM Television Studio Pro 4K model includes all the benefits of the HD models and now adds 
Ultra HD capability with more SDI inputs! With 8 independent 12G-SDI inputs, ATEM Television Studio Pro 
4K can handle all popular HD and Ultra HD formats up to 2160p60. Each input features re-sync as well as a 
full low latency standards converter so input is automatically adapted to the switcher’s format. That means 
you can even have 8 inputs, all running different video formats! The upgraded Fairlight audio mixer features 
dynamics, 6 band parametric EQ, dual mono channel split and stereo simulator with audio delay on the 
analog inputs. ATEM Television Studio Pro 4K also features the ATEM Advanced Chroma Keyer, Ultra HD 
multiview and motion clips in the media pool.

€ 2,795

BMD-SWATEMPSW4K BLACKMAGIC ATEM Production Studio 4K
ATEM Production Studio 4K lets you connect up to 8 SD, HD or UltraHD 4K video cameras, disk recorders 
and computers for true broadcast quality work. It includes all the features you expect from a professional 
switcher including chroma key, transitions, media pool, downstream keyers, audio mixer, multi view and the 
world's first 6G-SDI and HDMI 4K video connections.

€ 1,605

BMD-SWATEMPSW1ME4K BLACKMAGIC ATEM 1 M/E Production Studio 4K
The advanced ATEM 1 M/E Production Studio 4K model switches between SD, HD or Ultra HD video 
standards so you can connect a wide range of video sources such as cameras, disk recorders and 
computers. Featuring 10 inputs, chroma keys, transitions, media pool, 4 upstream keyers, downstream 
keyers, audio mixer, multi view, full motion DVE, stinger transitions, large media pool with full motion clips 
and 3 auxiliary outputs. 

€ 2,339

BMD-SWATEMPSW2ME4K BLACKMAGIC ATEM 2 M/E Production Studio 4K
The new ATEM 2 M/E Production Studio 4K lets you produce broadcast quality live multi camera production 
in SD, HD or Ultra HD. Featuring 20 inputs with built in re-synchronizers so you can connect the widest range 
of video sources such as cameras, disk recorders and computers for live music, sport and more. ATEM 2 
M/E Production Studio 4K has advanced broadcast features such as chroma key, customizable transitions, 
upstream and downstream keyers, DVE, Super Source, audio mixer, 2 x multi views, media pool and more. 
You also get 6G-SDI and HDMI 4K connections and 6 auxiliary outputs for the most advanced live production 
switching.

€ 3,729

BMD-SWATEMRRW4ME4K BLACKMAGIC ATEM 4 M/E Broadcast Studio
One of the world’s most compact and advanced switchers with the new ATEM 4 M/E Broadcast Studio 4K. 
You get an incredibly high performance live production switcher designed to work with the latest formats and 
high frame rates, all the way up to Ultra HD 2160p59.94! You get 16 next generation ATEM Advanced 
Chroma Keyers with 4 per M/E, perfect for advanced work and virtual sets. As the most advanced ATEM 
switcher, this model also includes the latest technology and features such as 2 Ultra HD multi viewers, full 2D 
DVE, built in SuperSource compositing engine with 4 pictures in picture DVE's, full re-synchronization on 
each 12G-SDI input and much more! The multi rate 12G-SDI connections automatically switch between all 
HD and Ultra HD formats up to 2160p59.94 with a single BNC cable! 

€ 5,629

BMD-SWATEMSCN4/1ME4/8K BLACKMAGIC ATEM Constellation 8K
The new ATEM Constellation 8K is an Ultra HD live production switcher with so many features, you can 
combine them all to make an incredibly powerful 8K switcher. You get 4 M/Es, 40 x 12G‑SDI inputs, 24 x 
12G‑SDI aux outputs, 4 DVEs, 16 Keyers, 4 media players, 4 multi viewers, 2 SuperSource and standards 
conversion on every SDI input. Then when switched to 8K, all these features combine to make a powerful 8K 
switcher. You even get built in talkback and a professional 156 channel Fairlight audio mixer with EQ and 
dynamics. That’s an audio mixer so big, you can connect and use a full Fairlight audio console. ATEM 
Constellation 8K has also been designed as an ideal upgrade for ATEM Television Studio.

€ 9,359

BMD-SWPANELADV1ME BLACKMAGIC ATEM 1 M/E Advanced Panel
The new ATEM 1 M/E Advanced Panel is an elegantly designed professional hardware control panel for all 
ATEM switchers. It combines modern design with the latest broadcast technology for faster workflows. The 
new design features a built in LCD and high quality curved buttons that help reduce incorrect key presses. 
The buttons also have colour backlighting to help you quickly recognize important keys. You also get a 
professional joystick for DVE and camera adjustments, smooth weighted T-bar fader and much more. The 
buttons feature dynamic displays that allow full customization of the labels as well as custom colours. The 
shift buttons allow you to double up the number of inputs by selecting a second set of shifted source buttons, 
so you can control up to 20 inputs. 

€ 2,755
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BMD-SWPANEL2ME BLACKMAGIC ATEM 2 M/E Broadcast Panel 
The incredible ATEM 2 M/E Broadcast Panel has the power for the most complex live broadcast events and 
it’s perfect when you have the space for a large panel and need all the control at your fingertips. The ATEM 2 
M/E Broadcast Panel features an amazing design that not only looks incredible, but perfectly positions all 
controls just where you need them for the ultimate creativity on complex multi layer live production. The 
ATEM 2 M/E Broadcast Panel connects via ethernet and includes loop thru for your media management 
computer.

€ 13,815

Item Number Recorders
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-HYPERD/STM BLACKMAGIC HyperDeck Studio Mini  

Miniaturized broadcast deck that’s so compact and portable you can use it anywhere. You get a professional 
deck that records and plays back broadcast quality 10-bit video as ProRes files on commonly available SD 
and UHS-II cards. 6G-SDI for working with all formats up to 2160p30, HDMI 2.0 for monitoring, reference 
output with built in sync generator that lets you daisy chain and synchronize multiple decks together.The Dual 
Link 6G-SDI out can even be used to playback 720 and 1080 HD 4:4:4:4 files to separate fill and key outputs. 
Includes industry standard RS-422 deck control, a built in power supply and ethernet with PoE+ for custom 
control solutions and uploading media via FTP.

€ 695

BMD-HYPERD/ST2 BLACKMAGIC HyperDeck Studio 2
HyperDeck Studio works like a regular broadcast deck, and supports dual disk slots for unlimited recording. 
The moment one disk is full, recording can continue to the next disk! supports uncompressed and 
compressed DNxHD recording into QuickTime™ and MXF files so you can simply mount the disks and edit 
media directly without any file copying. 

€ 975

BMD-HYPERD/ST/PRO2 BLACKMAGIC HyperDeck Studio Pro 2
HyperDeck Studio Pro records 4:2:2 SD/HD, 4:4:4 RGB and 2K, all in full uncompressed quality. Use ProRes 
or DNxHD compression for high quality HD video in file sizes that provide 5 times longer recording.Features 
3Gb/s SDI, HDMI and analog component connections, plus professional XLR audio and built-in Thunderbolt 
connectivity. It includes a built-in power supply for convenience and the 1 rack unit size fits easily into any 
studio or portable rack.

€ 1,955

BMD-HYPERD/ST/12G BLACKMAGIC HyperDeck Studio 12G
HyperDeck Studio 12G is the incredibly advanced and high performance broadcast deck with a native high 
frame rate Ultra HD design that includes 12G-SDI and HDMI 2.0 all SD, HD and Ultra HD formats up to 
2160p60. Includes 12G-SDI and HDMI 2.0 for all SD, HD and Ultra HD video formats right up to 2160p60. 

€ 1,475

BMD-HYPERD/RSTEX8KHDR BLACKMAGIC HyperDeck Extreme 8K HDR
HyperDeck Extreme 8K HDR features the trusted reliability of HyperDeck combined with new innovations 
such as space saving H.265 files, optional internal cache, 3D LUTs, native 8K and HDR support! With the 
ability to record native 8K in H.265, you get reduced storage costs and amazing image quality. The large 
touch screen ensures a perfect view of your recording as well as control over all deck settings. You can then 
add HyperDeck Extreme Control to transform it into a traditional broadcast deck! This means HyperDeck 
Extreme is the perfect solution for the next generation of broadcast, live production and digital signage!

€ 4,889

BMD-HYPERD/RSTEXCTR BLACKMAGIC HyperDeck Extreme Control
yperDeck Extreme Control gives you traditional deck control features with a built in editor for automating the 
ingest of legacy videotape based programming. Combined with HyperDeck Extreme, you get a professional 
deck solution that’s exciting and fast to use. There are transport control buttons, timecode, deck status, plus 
a large search dial with electronic clutch for jog, shuttle and positioning. Controlling up to 8 separate decks is 
possible using standard RS‑422 ensuring compatibility with virtually any type of deck. It’s even possible to 
edit between different video standards, so you can up convert old 4:3 interlaced SD masters to 1080p HD in 
16:9 via a Teranex Express converter.

€ 1,279

BMD-DISKMDOCK4/U10G BLACKMAGIC MultiDock 10G
Blackmagic MultiDock 10G is an advanced SSD dock that lets you access 4 separate SSDs via a single high 
speed 10 Gb/s USB‑C connection

€ 545

Item Number Accessories
BMD-HYPERD/RSTEXRMK BLACKMAGIC HyperDeck Extreme Rack Kit € 179

Item Number Intercom and Tally
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-SWRCONV BLACKMAGIC ATEM Camera Converter € 569

BMD-SWRCONVRCK2 BLACKMAGIC ATEM Studio Converter 2
ATEM Studio Converter is the ideal partner for the ATEM Camera Converter. Connect up to four Camera 
Converters via optical fiber up to 28 miles away with bi-directional video plus tally and talkback! Connect your 
ATEM switcher program output to the ATEM Studio Converter and this is distributed to the four Camera 
Converters. Multiple Studio converters can be cascaded together when more than 4 cameras are needed.

€ 1,865

BMD-SWRCONVRCKT4K8 BLACKMAGIC ATEM Talkback Converter 4K
ATEM Talkback Converter 4K handles up to 8 cameras for SDI talkback using embedded audio channels 15 
and 16 as used on the Blackmagic Studio Cameras and ATEM Camera Converter. Supports 12G-SDI for all 
SD, HD and Ultra HD formats up to 2160p60 and provides BNC connections to each camera, and an optical 
fiber socket for adding an optical fiber SFP module for extending camera distances when required. Includes 
push to talk buttons, support for tough and common aviation headsets, loop though for more than 8 camera 
support, built in speaker, front panel mic input and much more.

€ 2,339

BMD-SWTALGPI8 BLACKMAGIC GPI & Tally Interface
GPI and Tally interface provides 8 contact closure inputs and 8 contact closure outputs for connecting to 
ATEM switchers and Videohub routers. Tallies will be displayed when connected to an ATEM switcher to 
indicate their "on-air" status and you can even connect multiple interfaces together to increase the number of 
inputs and outputs

€ 475

BMD-CAB-ATEMAUDIO BLACKMAGIC Cable - ATEM Switcher Audio € 79

Item Number Monitoring
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-HYPERD/AVIDA12/5HDR Blackmagic Video Assist 5” 12G HDR Portable all in one 5 inch HDR monitor, recorder

Blackmagic Video Assist 5" 12G HDR adds professional monitoring and recording to any SDI or HDMI 
camera in all HD, Ultra HD, 2K and 4K DCI formats. The super bright 2500nit 5 inch HDR monitor supports 
3D LUTs and features professional scopes along with powerful focus assist and exposure tools that help you 
accurately set focus, exposure and frame shots. The built in SD card recorder save files in broadcast quality 
10-bit 4:2:2 ProRes or DNx formats. The files are all standard, so you can start editing immediately without 
having to convert them.

€ 725

BMD-HYPERD/AVIDA12/7HDR BLACKMAGIC Video Assist 7” 12G HDR Portable all in one 7 inch HDR monitor, Blackmagic Video 
Assist 7" 12G HDR adds professional monitoring and recording to any SDI or HDMI camera in all HD, Ultra 
HD, 2K and 4K DCI formats. The super bright 2500nit 7 inch HDR monitor supports 3D LUTs and features 
professional scopes along with powerful focus assist and exposure tools that help you accurately set focus, 
exposure and frame shots. Dual built in SD card recorders save files from any camera in 10-bit 4:2:2 ProRes 
or DNx formats. You also get two mini XLR connections with 48V of phantom power and a noise floor of -
128dBV for high quality, crystal clear audio recording. Plus, you can start editing immediately because you 
don’t have to convert the files.

€ 895

BMD-HYPERD/AVIDA03/5 BLACKMAGIC Video Assist 5 3G
Blackmagic Video Assist adds professional monitoring and high quality recording to any camera. This model 

 supports video formats up to 1080p60 and has  a large 5" LCD with focus peaking, zebra and false colour. 
Connections include 3G‑SDI and HDMI. This model includes a single SD Card recorder for ProRes recording. 
Other features include WFM, vector, histogram and RGB parade scopes plus 3D LUTs.

€ 455

BMD-HYPERD/AVIDA03/7 BLACKMAGIC Video Assist 7 3G
Blackmagic Video Assist adds professional monitoring and high quality recording to any camera. This model 
supports video formats up to 1080p60 and has
 a large 7" LCD with focus peaking, zebra and false colour. Connections include 3G‑SDI and HDMI. This 
model includes a dual SD Card recorder for ProRes recording. Other features include WFM, vector, 
histogram and RGB parade scopes plus 3D LUTs.

€ 635
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Item Number Monitoring Continued
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-HDLSMTVDUO2 BLACKMAGIC SmartView Duo

Get the ultimate in low cost SDI monitoring with SmartView Duo. Perfect for post production, broadcast or 
live events, SmartView Duo features two large 8 inch LCD screens in a compact rack mount design that's 
less than an inch thick. SmartVideo Duo handles all SD, HD and 3 Gb/s SDI video standards, and all screens 
can be remotely adjusted via your ethernet network.

€ 455

BMD-SMTV4K12G BLACKMAGIC SmartView 4K
The world’s first full resolution Ultra HD broadcast monitor with multi rate 12G-SDI, an extremely bright 
display with wide viewing angle, plus advanced broadcast features like 3D LUT support, H/V delay, blue only 
and adjustable frame guides. SmartView 4K is compatible with all SD, HD and Ultra HD formats up to 
2160p60. With both AC and DC power connections, SmartView 4K can be used in broadcast studios or on 
set.

€ 895

BMD-HDLSMTWSCOPEDUO4K2 BLACKMAGIC SmartScope Duo 4K
SmartScope Duo 4K looks like a SmartView Duo but adds independent waveform monitoring so you can 
select between waveform, vectorscope, RGB parade, YUV parade, histogram and audio phase level displays. 
Each monitor is independent so can display any combination of scope or picture view.

€ 725

Item Number Multiview
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-HDL-MULTIP3G/04HD BLACKMAGIC MultiView 4 HD

MultiView 4 HD model is a low cost multi viewer that lets you simultaneously monitor 4 different SDI video 
sources on a single display. Each view is a completely independent video monitor with overlays that you can 
turn on and off such as custom labels, audio meters and more. Full frame re-synchronization on each input 
lets you monitor any combination of video signals, even if they are different frame rates.

€ 179

BMD-MULTIP6G/04 BLACKMAGIC MultiView 4
MultiView 4 has four completely independent 6G-SDI inputs that work with all SD, HD and Ultra HD formats 
up to 2160p30. Simply connect your sources and you’ll get a standard 2x2 grid view on an HD or Ultra HD 
television. 

€ 475

BMD-MULTIP6G/16 BLACKMAGIC MultiView 16
Monitor up to 16 SDI sources using an Ultra HD monitor or television so you get twice the resolution per view. 
Monitor from SD, HD or Ultra HD-SDI sources in any combination, in any order. Features full frame re-sync 
on each input.

€ 1,409

Item Number Accessories
BMD-CABLE-HYPERD/AXLRMINI2 BLACKMAGIC Cable - Video Assist 4K Mini XLR Cable Pack € 29
BMD-PS-12V20W2.5BRL BLACKMAGIC Power Supply - Video Assist € 29
BMD-CABLE-DIN/BNCFEMALE BLACKMAGIC Cable - Din 1.0/2.3 to BNC Female € 19
BMD-CABLE-DIN/BNCMALE BLACKMAGIC Cable - Din 1.0/2.3 to BNC Male € 19

Item Number Audio Monitoring
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-HDLAUDMON1RU12G BLACKMAGIC Audio Monitor 12G

Blackmagic Audio Monitor 12G provides the finest quality audio monitoring in an incredibly small one rack 
unit size! Featuring a dual subwoofer design with extra wide range speakers for amazing audio, all backed by 
a super powerful class A/B amplifier. This precision audio and video monitoring solution includes an 
advanced 12G‑SDI input, as well as balanced XLR analogue audio, balanced AES/EBU digital audio and 
consumer level HiFi audio inputs. The elegant front panel has bright multi coloured audio level meters and a 
built in LCD for monitoring video sources, plus you get an HDMI 2.0 output for monitoring Ultra HD on big 
screen televisions.

€ 1,109

Item Number Duplicator
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-HYPERD/VDUP25/12G BLACKMAGIC Duplicator 4K

Duplicator 4K makes it easy to deliver multiple copies of content to customers the moment an event is 
finished. You get an SD card duplicator with built in realtime H.264 and H.265 encoding, which is the new 
standard for delivering Ultra HD. 

€ 1,955

Item Number USB3.0 Editing, Design & Print
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-BINTSSHU BLACKMAGIC Intensity Shuttle

Intensity Shuttle, the world’s first 10 bit HD/SD editing solution for USB 3.0 Windows computers. Simply plug 
in Intensity Shuttle and get access to incredible quality 10 bit HDMI, analog component, composite and s-
video capture and playback. 

€ 179

Item Number Thunderbolt™ Capture & Playback
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-BINTSSHU/THBOLT BLACKMAGIC Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt

Intensity Shuttle is now available with incredibly fast Thunderbolt™ technology. Capture and playback the 
highest quality SD and HD video in full 10-bit quality, with HDMI, analog component, composite and S-Video 
connections

€ 219

BMD-BDLKULSDMINI4K BLACKMAGIC Design UltraStudio 4K Mini.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
UltraStudio 4K Mini is a portable Thunderbolt 3 capture and playback solution packed with the latest 
broadcast technology! You get 12G‑SDI, HDMI 2.0 and analogue connections for broadcast quality 8, 10 and 
12‑bit high dynamic range capture in all formats from SD up to 4K DCI at 60 frames per second. Plus, the 
built in SD card reader lets you mount camera media directly on your computer so you can start editing 
immediately.

€ 895

BMD-BDLKULSDMINHD BLACKMAGIC UltraStudio HD Mini
UltraStudio HD Mini is a portable Thunderbolt 3 capture and playback solution that’s small enough to take 
anywhere and powerful enough to work on high end projects. It can capture and playback all formats up to 
1080p60 in full 10-bit YUV, or up to 1080p30 and 2K DCI in 12-bit RGB. UltraStudio HD Mini features HDMI 
output for monitoring on a big screen television, dual 3G-SDI outputs for fill and key playback, plus analog 
audio and video inputs for digitizing and archiving materials from older analog decks.

€ 455

BMD-BDLKULSR4KEXTR3 BLACKMAGIC UltraStudio 4K Extreme 3
Advanced 40Gb/s Thunderbolt 3 and PCIe solution with 12G SDI, HDMI 2.0, Analog, 4:4:4, Ultra HD and 4K 
up to 2160p60 and hardware encoder for H.265. Features 12G-SDI with loop outputs for working with 
2160p60 over a single cable. Also includes HDMI 2.0, analog component, 4 channel XLR analog and 2 
channels AES/EBU digital audio, timecode, reference and serial deck control. Connects via Thunderbolt or 
with an optional PCIe adapter for higher frame rates and 4K RGB workflows.

€ 2,695

BMD-BDLKULSDMBREC3G BLACKMAGIC UltraStudio Monitor 3G
Now you can connect Thunderbolt 3 computers to any kind of video equipment for building high performance 
edit workstations, archiving from old broadcast decks, outputting broadcast graphics and even live streaming. 
Simply connect to the Thunderbolt 3 port to get a wide range of video and audio connections that operate in 
all SD and HD formats up to 60 frames per second.

€ 105

BMD-BDLKULSDMAREC3G BLACKMAGIC UltraStudio Recorder 3G
Now you can connect Thunderbolt 3 computers to any kind of video equipment for building high performance 
edit workstations, archiving from old broadcast decks, outputting broadcast graphics and even live streaming. 
Simply connect to the Thunderbolt 3 port to get a wide range of video and audio connections that operate in 
all SD and HD formats up to 60 frames per second.

€ 105

Item Number Accessories
BMD-BDLKULSR4KEXTSPK BLACKMAGIC PCIe Cable Kit for Ultrastudio 4K Extreme € 239

Item Number Streaming & Encoding 
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-BDLKWEBPTR BLACKMAGIC Web Presenter

Web Presenter makes any SDI or HDMI video source appear as a USB webcam for higher quality web 
streaming using software such as Skype or streaming platforms such as YouTube Live, Facebook Live, 
Twitch.tv, Periscope and more. Web Presenter includes12G-SDI and HDMI inputs, an XLR microphone input, 
HiFi audio input, and Teranex quality down conversion for converting any SD, HD or Ultra HD video source to 
720p for easy, low data rate, high quality streaming. Plus, Blackmagic Web Presenter can even live switch 
programs using its built in 2 input production switcher if you add the optional Teranex Mini Smart Panel.

€ 475

BMD-VIDPROREC BLACKMAGIC H264 Pro Recorder
H.264 Pro Recorder is for the industry professional who needs professional encoding from SDI, HDMI, 
analog component/composite and balanced audio! H.264 Pro Recorder includes Blackmagic Design’s 
powerful Media Express for frame accurate deck control with EDL import. 

€ 455
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Item Number PCIe Editing, Design & Print
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-BDLKSDI4K BLACKMAGIC DeckLink SDI 4K

DeckLink SDI 4K is the world’s smallest and most affordable multi rate SD/HD and Ultra HD SDI video card 
that lets you connect to any SD, HD-SDI, 2K and Ultra HD equipment. You also get RS422 deck control, 
internal keying and reference input for a complete solution for editing, paint, design and more.

€ 275

BMD-BDLKMINIMON BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Mini Monitor
Monitor uncompressed 10-bit video from your computer. Includes 3G-SDI and HDMI outputs for connecting 
to any television or monitor. DeckLink Mini Monitor auto switches between SD and HD so it handles all 
common video formats. DeckLink Mini Monitor is the perfect solution for monitoring from editing software 
while you edit. Includes two PCIe shields for both full height and low profile slots.

€ 135

BMD-BDLKMINIREC BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Mini Recorder
Record uncompressed 10-bit video using from 3G-SDI and HDMI video sources. DeckLink Mini Recorder 
switches between SD and HD video formats and is perfect for building ingest servers or other video solutions 
where you need to capture only in a low profile card! Includes two PCIe shields for both full height and low 
profile slots.

€ 135

BMD-BDLKMINIMON4K BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Mini Monitor 4K
DeckLink Mini Monitor 4K delivers better than broadcast quality SDI and HDMI monitoring and playback in all 
formats up to 2160p30, making it incredibly popular with editing and color correction customers who work 
with systems such as DaVinci Resolve. The outputs automatically switch between all video formats, making it 
perfect for use with televisions, professional monitors and the latest HDMI projectors. In addition, support for 
HDR playback.

€ 179

BMD-BDLKMINIREC4K BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Mini Recorder 4K
DeckLink Mini Recorder 4K lets customers capture broadcast quality video directly from SDI and HDMI 
sources like decks and cameras to their computer. The low profile design of DeckLink Mini Recorder 4K 
makes it incredibly versatile and ideal for integrating into mobile live capture environments and outside 
broadcast trucks. Works with uncompressed and compressed video in open standard file formats such as 
QuickTime and DPX so they are compatible with virtually all professional editing, color correction and visual 
effects software.

€ 179

BMD-BDLKDUO2 BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Duo 2
Featuring 4 independent 3G-SDI connections, DeckLink Duo 2 is a PCIe capture and playback card that 
supports SDI formats in SD and HD up to 1080p60. You get the flexibility of 4 separate capture or playback 
cards in one. Plus, it’s completely customizable so it’s perfect for media play-out systems, multi screen digital 
signage servers, real time multi channel capture systems and more.

€ 455

BMD-BDLKDUO2LP BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Duo 2 Mini € 455
BMD-BDLKSTUDIO4K BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Studio 4K

DeckLink Studio 4K includes a  number of analog and digital video connections including SD/HD/Ultra HD 6G-
SDI, HDMI 1.4b, SD/HD component, composite, S-video, 4 ch balanced analog audio, 2 ch AES/EBU 
switchable to 6 ch out, black burst and tri-sync reference input, RS-422 deck control connections, keying in 
SD and a hardware down converter. Perform editing, paint and broadcast design and more with the ultimate 
future proof design.

€ 545

BMD-BDLKHCPRO8K12G BLACKMAGIC DeckLink 8K Pro
DeckLink 8K Pro is an advanced 8 lane PCI Express capture and playback card designed for the next 
generation of high resolution 8K workflows. Featuring four 12G-SDI connections, DeckLink 8K Pro supports 
all SD, HD, Ultra HD, 4K, 8K and 8K DCI frame sizes. DeckLink 8K Pro works in 8 and 10-bit YUV 4:2:2 as 
well as 10 and 12-bit RGB 4:4:4 with full Rec. 2020 support, giving you deep color for true digital cinema 
quality images! In addition, you can work at up to 60 frames per second up to 8K, as well as up to 64 
channels of audio. The connections are also bi-directional so you can use them to either capture or playback 
quad link 8K, or they can be used for simultaneous capture and playback of single or dual link SDI sources!

€ 585

BMD-BDLKHDEXTR4K12G BLACKMAGIC DeckLink 4K Extreme 12G
The ultimate digital cinema capture card featuring two full frame DCI 4K inputs and outputs via 12G-SDI. You 
get dual link multi rate 12G-SDI connections that work with SD, HD and Ultra HD even in Ultra HD 60p, as 
well as full frame DCI 4K at 4096 x 2160 resolution up to 60p. Capture 10-bit YUV or full color bandwidth 12-
bit RGB. Includes AES/EBU audio, up, down and cross conversion, plus built in 3D stereoscopic output at full 
bandwidth 4:4:4:4 RGB. No other capture and playback card supports more video formats and video 
connections.

€ 815

BMD-BDLKHDEXTR4KHDMI2 BLACKMAGIC DeckLink 4K Extreme 12G Expanasion Plate  - HDMI 2.0 € 89
BMD-BDLKHDEXTR4KQUAD BLACKMAGIC DeckLink 4K Extreme 12G Expanasion Plate  - Quad SDI € 69
BMD-BDLKDVQD2 BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Quad 2

Features 8 independent SDI capture and playback channels in a single card. Fully compatible with the 
previous 4 channel model, this new model also allows 4 independent capture and playback channels but now 
also includes 4 extra channels that developers can use for configuring the card in any combination of up to 8 
capture or 8 playback channels. This means DeckLink Quad 2 allows each of the 8 3G-SDI BNC connectors 
to switch direction between capture or playback in SD and HD up to 1080p60 and as a complete independent 
channel.

€ 895

BMD-BDLKDVQDHDMI4K BLACKMAGIC DeckLink Quad HDMI Recorder
DeckLink Quad HDMI Recorder is a high performance 8-lane Generation 3 PCIe capture card that can 
transfer data at rates up to 32Gb per second. Featuring 4 independent HDMI 2.0b input connections for multi-
channel capture, DeckLink Quad HDMI Recorder can capture 4 different streams of video at up to 60 frames 
per second. Each HDMI input connection can capture a completely different video standard or computer input 
signal, so it’s like getting 4 capture cards in one.

€ 495

BMD-BINTSPRO4K BLACKMAGIC Intensity Pro 4K
Intensity Pro 4K is a new super fast PCIe card that allows capture and playback of extremely high quality SD, 
HD and Ultra HD video on Windows, Mac and Linux PCI Express computers. Capture NTSC, PAL, 720HD, 
1080HD and Ultra HD, the newest broadcast video standard. Regular 1080HD can be captured at up to 60 
frames per second.

€ 179

Item Number I/O Card Accessories
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-CAB-BDLKHDEXT3 BLACKMAGIC Cable - DeckLink HD Extreme 3 € 115
BMD-CAB-BDLKULS BLACKMAGIC Cable - UltraStudio / Decklink Studio € 135
BMD-CAB-BINTSPRO BLACKMAGIC Cable - Intensity Pro € 45
BMD-PS-12V30W BLACKMAGIC Power Supply - Ultra Studio 12v 30w € 89

Item Number Teranex Video Processing Products
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-CONVN8TRM/AA/SDIH BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - SDI to HDMI 8K HDR

Teranex Mini SDI to HDMI 8K HDR is an advanced 8K monitoring solution for large screen televisions and 
video projectors. Unlike basic converters, Teranex Mini can use third party calibration probes to accurately 
align connected displays for precise colour. There are 2 on‑screen scopes that can be selected between 
WFM, Parade, Vector and Histogram. Teranex Mini SDI to HDMI 8K HDR is perfect for film studios and 
broadcasters who need professional but affordable colour accurate monitoring. 

€ 1,219

BMD-CONVN8TRM/AA/SDIDP BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - SDI to DisplayPort 8K HDR
Teranex Mini 8K HDR is an advanced 8K monitoring solution for large screen televisions, video projectors 
and DisplayPort monitors. Unlike basic converters, Teranex Mini 8K HDR can use third party calibration 
probes to accurately align connected displays for precise colour. There are 2 on‑screen scopes that can be 
selected between WFM, Parade, Vector and Histogram. and Histogram. Teranex Mini SDI to HDMI 8K HDR 
is perfect for film studios and broadcasters who need professional but affordable colour accurate monitoring, 
while Teranex Mini SDI to DisplayPort 8K HDR also works with the latest 8K DisplayPort monitors. You also 
get an elegant design with colour LCD for monitoring and control of settings.

€ 1,219

BMD-CONVNTRM/AA/SDIH BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - SDI to HDMI 12G
Convert from 12G-SDI to HDMI. Supports all video formats including SD, HD, 6G and 12G-SDI rates and 
includes down converter when working with Ultra HD as the HDMI monitor will select the best format it can 
support. De-embed audio to balanced analog or AES/EBU formats and timecode output. Perfect for using 
HDMI televisions as SDI broadcast monitors and for connecting to video projectors.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/AB/HSDI BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - HDMI to SDI 12G
Convert from HDMI to 12G-SDI. Works with all video formats including SD, HD, 6G and 12G-SDI rates and 
includes an up converter for converting HD to Ultra HD. Embed audio from balanced analog or AES/EBU and 
timecode input. Ideal for converting HDMI consumer cameras to SDI, or adding SDI outputs to computers 
with HDMI connections.

€ 475
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BMD-CONVNTRM/BA/SDIAN BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - SDI to Analog 12G
Convert from 12G-SDI to Analog. Use SD, HD, 6G and 12G-SDI rates and convert to analog video output. 
Built in down converter lets you connect Ultra HD sources to component video equipment in SD or HD. 
Allows you to connect analog equipment including Betacam SP, VHS, and video monitors.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/BB/ANSDI BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - Analog to SDI 12G
Convert from analog video to 12G-SDI. Convert incoming analog video signals to SD, HD, 6G and 12G-SDI. 
Ideal for converting your analog devices such as Betacam SP, VHS, set top boxes, gaming consoles and 
HDV cameras to incredible quality SD/HD/Ultra HD SDI video up to 2160p60.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/CA/SDIAU BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - SDI to Audio 12G
De-embed audio from any SD, HD or Ultra HD SDI video connection and output 2 channels of analog audio 
to balanced XLR, optical or HiFi RCA, or output up to 4 channels of AES/EBU digital audio. Perfect for 
converting and outputting SDI audio to a massive range of audio equipment such as audio mixers, iPods, 
analog broadcast decks, audio monitors and more.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/CB/AUSDI BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - Audio to SDI 12G
Embed up to 2 channels of audio from balanced analog, optical or HiFi RCA, or embed up to or 4 channels of 
AES/EBU digital audio into any SD, HD, Ultra HD or DCI 4K SDI video connection. Take audio from devices 
such as audio mixers, iPods and analog decks and embed it into SDI video connections for use with SDI 
routers and decks.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/EA/DA BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - SDI Distribution 12G
Distribute a single SDI video input to up to eight SDI outputs. Features the latest multi rate 12G-SDI 
connections with full SDI re-clocking allowing the converter to automatically switch between all SD, HD and 
Ultra HD formats up to 2160p60. Perfect for distributing a single SDI signal to multiple devices such as 
monitors, switchers and encoders.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/DB/SDIQD BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - 12G-SDI to Quad SDI
Convert 12G-SDI to Quad Link SDI so you can connect the latest 12G-SDI Ultra HD equipment with Quad 
Link Ultra HD equipment. Also allows Ultra HD SDI to be separated into four HD SDI outputs for using 
regular HD displays for creating video wall style displays. Includes 12G-SDI loop through and support for 
both Level A and Level B 3G-SDI equipment.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/DA/QDSDI BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - Quad SDI to 12G-SDI 
Convert Quad Link SDI to 12G-SDI so you can connect Quad Link Ultra HD equipment to the latest 12G-SDI 
Ultra HD equipment. Allows equipment that uses four BNC cables to be connected using a single 12G-SDI 
BNC cable for connecting to the latest routers, switchers, projectors and more! Supports both Level A and 
Level B 3G-SDI equipment.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/MA/OPTH BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - Optical to HDMI 12G - SFP Module not Included.
Convert from 12G optical fiber and 12G-SDI to HDMI. Supports all video formats including SD, HD, 6G and 
12G-SDI rates and includes down converter when working with Ultra HD as the HDMI monitor will select the 
best format it can support. De-embed audio to balanced analog or AES/EBU formats and timecode output. 
Perfect for using HDMI televisions as SDI broadcast monitors and for connecting to video projectors . 

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/MB/HOPT BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - HDMI to Optical 12G - SFP Module not Included. 
Convert from HDMI to 12G optical fiber and 12G-SDI. Works with all video formats including SD, HD, 6G 
and 12G-SDI rates and includes an up converter for converting HD to Ultra HD. Embed audio from balanced 
analog or AES/EBU and timecode input. Ideal for converting HDMI consumer cameras to SDI, or adding SDI 
outputs to computers with HDMI connections.

€ 475

BMD-CONVNTRM/OB/IPV BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - IP Video 12G - SFP Module not Included. 
Now you can convert video to IP and route it over your existing ethernet network, or you can convert IP video 
back to SDI. Teranex Mini IP Video 12G uses standard Blackmagic Videohub software and hardware control 
panels to configure and switch IP video over ethernet as easily as SDI signals! You get 12G-SDI and the low 
latency broadcast quality TICO codec so you can route HD over the built in gigabit ethernet connection or 
Ultra HD over 10G ethernet with an optional 10G SFP.

€ 475

Item Number Accessories
BMD-CONVNTRM/YA/SMTPN BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - Smart Panel

The Teranex Mini’s optional front panel includes straight forward push buttons and a built in LCD screen for 
easier set up. The LCD screen also displays the video going through each of your converters. The front panel 
is perfect when you’re out in the field or on set without external monitors, or even when you have multiple 
converters mounted in equipment racks and just want to see what’s going through them all.

€ 85

BMD-CONVNTRM/YA/RSH BLACKMAGIC Teranex Mini - Rack Shelf
Teranex Mini are designed to be racked side by side, with three converters fitting in 1RU, six in 2RU, and nine 
in 3RU. When multiple units are racked side by side, variable speed fans pull from one unit into the next to 
facilitate optimal air flow. If a fan fails adjacent Teranex Mini will increase fan speed, to prevent overheating.

€ 85

Item Number Video and Audio Converters Ultra HD
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-CONVBDC/SDI/HDMI BLACKMAGIC Micro Converter - BiDirect SDI to HDMI

Micro Converter BiDirectional SDI/HDMI is the world’s smallest broadcast quality bidirectional video 
converter. You can simultaneously convert SDI to HDMI and HDMI to SDI in any combination of SD and HD 
formats up to 1080p60 at the same time. Each conversion direction can be a different SD or HD video 
standard, so it’s like getting two converters in one! The multi-rate 3G-SDI input and output connections are 
compatible with virtually all professional broadcast equipment, including Level A and B devices.

€ 65

BMD-CONVBDC/SDI/HDWPSU BLACKMAGIC Micro Converter - BiDirect SDI to HDMI with Power Supply € 75
BMD-CONVCMIC/HS/WPSU BLACKMAGIC Micro Converter - HDMI to SDI with Power Supply

HDMI output from laptop computers or consumer cameras and convert it to SDI for use with broadcast 
switchers, routers, monitors and more! The multi rate 3G-SDI automatically switches between all SD and HD 
formats up to 1080p60. 2 x SDI outputs, support for Level A and Level B equipment, and power over USB

€ 55

BMD-CONVCMIC/SH/WPSU BLACKMAGIC Micro Converter - SDI to HDMI with Power Supply
Convert from SDI to HDMI so you can output video from professional SDI video equipment to consumer 
HDMI televisions, projectors and more! The multi rate 3G-SDI automatically switches between all SD and HD 
formats up to 1080p60. 3G-SDI loop through, support for Level A and Level B equipment, and power over 
USB

€ 59

BMD-CONVCMIC/HS BLACKMAGIC Micro Converter - HDMI to SDI without Power Supply (Only Available in Pack of 20)
HDMI output from laptop computers or consumer cameras and convert it to SDI for use with broadcast 
switchers, routers, monitors and more! The multi rate 3G-SDI automatically switches between all SD and HD 
formats up to 1080p60. 2 x SDI outputs, support for Level A and Level B equipment, and power over USB

€ 39

BMD-CONVCMIC/SH BLACKMAGIC Micro Converter - SDI to HDMI without Power Supply (Only Available in Pack of 20)
Convert from SDI to HDMI so you can output video from professional SDI video equipment to consumer 
HDMI televisions, projectors and more! The multi rate 3G-SDI automatically switches between all SD and HD 
formats up to 1080p60. 3G-SDI loop through, support for Level A and Level B equipment, and power over 
USB

€ 45

BMD-CONVMBSH4K6G BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter - SDI to HDMI 6G
Mini Converter SDI to HDMI 6G lets you convert from SDI to HDMI in SD, HD, and Ultra HD formats while de-
embeding audio to HDMI, AES/EBU or balanced analog audio. You also get advanced features such as down 
conversion for monitoring Ultra HD on HD HDMI monitors as well as built in 3D LUTs plus HDMI instant lock 
for instant video display when an SDI input is connected.

€ 179

BMD-CONVMBSQUH4K2 BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter Quad SDI to HDMI 4K 2
Connect Single Link 6G-SDI, Dual Link 3G-SDI or Quad Link HD-SDI to the newest HDMI 4K projectors and 
televisions that support Ultra HD over a single HDMI link. Includes SD/HD and Ultra HD auto switching

€ 475

BMD-CONVMBHS24K6G BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter - HDMI to SDI 6G
Mini Converter HDMI to SDI 6G includes everything you need to convert from HDMI devices to SDI video in 
SD, HD and Ultra HD video formats. With independent audio connections you can also embed SDI audio 
from HDMI, AES/EBU or balanced analog audio inputs. Mini Converter HDMI to SDI is the perfect solution to 
convert HDMI consumer cameras or computers to broadcast quality SDI.

€ 145

BMD-CONVMASA4K BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter - SDI to Analogue 4K
Convert from SD, HD, 3G and 6G-SDI video to analog in HD/SD component, NTSC and PAL video. The built 
in down converter means you can even connect Ultra HD sources to component video in SD or HD as well as 
NTSC and PAL video. Easily connect any analog equipment such as Betacam SP, VHS, and video monitors.

€ 289
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BMD-CONVMOF12G BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter Optical Fiber 12G - SFP Module not Included.
Converts 6G-SDI to Optical Fiber, and Optical Fiber to 6G-SDI simultaneously. Mini Converter Optical Fiber 
automatically switches between any SD, HD and UltraHD video standards and each direction can be 
completely independent.

€ 149

BMD-CONVMCSAUD4K BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter SDI to Audio 4K
Includes everything you need to de-embed 4 channels of analog audio or 8 channels of AES/EBU digital 
audio from any SDI video connection. Now you can access the audio in any SDI video connection for output 
to a massive range of audio equipment such as audio mixers, analog broadcast decks, audio monitors and 
more.

€ 289

BMD-CONVMCAUDS4K BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter Audio to SDI 4K
Includes everything you need to embed 4 channels of analog audio or 8 channels of AES/EBU digital audio 
into any SDI video connection. Now you can embed professional audio from devices such as audio mixers 
and analog decks into SDI video connections for use with SDI routers and decks or to add extra audio 
channels to video converters.

€ 289

BMD-CONVMSDIDA4K BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter - SDI Distribution 4K
Connect a single SDI source to 8 re-clocked SDI outputs with automatic switching between all SD-SDI, HD-
SDI, 3G-SDI and 6G-SDI video formats, plus all ASI, ancillary and embedded audio formats.

€ 289

BMD-CONVMSDIMUX4K BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter SDI Multiplex 4K
Convert between Quad Link HD-SDI, Dual Link 3G-SDI and Single Link 6G-SDI Ultra HD equipment. Mini 
Converter SDI Multiplex includes 4 x 3G-SDI inputs and 4 x 3G-SDI outputs so it can convert in both 
directions. Also converts between Dual Link HD-SDI 4:4:4 and Single Link 3G-SDI.

€ 475

Item Number Video and Audio Converters HD
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-CONVMAAS2 BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter Analogue to SDI 2 € 189
BMD-CONVMBASA BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter SDI to Analog € 189
BMD-CONVMCAUDS2 BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter Audio to SDI € 189
BMD-CONVMCSAUD2 BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter SDI to Audio € 189
BMD-CONVMSDIDA BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter SDI Distribution € 189
BMD-CONVMUDCSTD/HD BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter UPDownCross HD € 149
BMD-CONVMSYNC BLACKMAGIC Mini Converter Sync Generator € 185
Item Number Accessories
BMD-PS-INT12V10W BLACKMAGIC Power Supply - Mini Converters € 29
BMD-PSUPPLY-5V10WUSB BLACKMAGIC Power Supply - Micro Converter 5V2A € 25

Item Number OpenGear Converters
List Price

(EUR)
The new Blackmagic OpenGear Converters give you a great range of conversion, all packed with the latest 
video technologies at an affordable price. OpenGear is the television industry’s open standard for rack based 
conversion and processing. Get the freedom and cost savings of an open standard combined with centralized 
network control and monitoring using the OpenGear DashBoard software on Windows™, Mac OS X™ and 
Linux™  

BMD-OGX-FR-CN-P BLACKMAGIC OpenGear OGX 20 Slot Frame (with cooling fan) - New Version € 2,145
BMD-CONVOGAAS BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - Analog to SDI € 475
BMD-CONVOGASA BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - SDI to Analog € 475
BMD-CONVOGBHS BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - HDMI to SDI € 475
BMD-CONVOGBSH BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - SDI to HDMI € 475
BMD-CONVOGCAUDS BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - Audio to SDI € 475
BMD-CONVOGCSAUD BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - SDI to Audio € 475
BMD-CONVOGOF BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - Optical Fiber € 475
BMD-CONVOGSYNC BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - Sync Generator € 465
BMD-CONVOGSDIDA BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - SDI Distribution € 475
BMD-CONVOGUDC BLACKMAGIC OpenGear Converter - UpDownCross Converter € 475

Item Number Teranex Video Processing Products
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-TERANEXEXPAV12GQL BLACKMAGIC Teranex AV

The world’s first standards converter designed specifically for AV professionals with 1089 broadcast quality 
standards conversions. Teranex AV features 12G-SDI and HDMI 2.0a inputs, outputs and loop through, along 
with AV specific features such as low latency, a still store, freeze frame, and HiFi audio inputs for 
professionals working on live, staged 

€ 1,605

BMD-TERANEXEXP12GDL BLACKMAGIC Teranex Express
The world’s first real time SD, HD and Ultra HD broadcast up and down converter. Featuring advanced 
patented algorithms, Teranex Express gives you visually transparent quality conversions and are mandated 
by major broadcasters and studios worldwide. You get an incredible 178 SD, HD and Ultra HD conversions in 
full 10-bit quality complete with audio, closed captions, timecode and more.

€ 1,325

Item Number Routing and Distribution
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-VHUB/WSC/PRO BLACKMAGIC Videohub Smart Control Pro

Videohub Smart Control Pro lets you route with a single button press. Program each button for a single router 
cross point and when pressed the route is made. You can program to have multiple destinations and even a 
take button. Powers via DC or the Ethernet connection.

€ 659

BMD-VHUB/WMSTRCRL/PRO BLACKMAGIC Videohub Master Control Pro
Videohub Master Control Pro lets you scroll your router sources and destinations with the easy to use spin 
knob control or via direct button entry. You can even see all routes on the beautiful LCD. Powers via DC or 
the Ethernet connection.

€ 659

BMD-VHUBSMTCS6G1212 BLACKMAGIC Smart Videohub CleanSwitch 12x12
Compact 6G-SDI router with built in re-synchronizers on all inputs allows clean switching between all video 
sources of the same video standard, and can be used as 12 re-synchronizers for automatic re-timing of SDI 
feeds. Smart Videohub CleanSwitch supports 12 inputs and 12 outputs in virtually all SD, HD and Ultra HD 
video formats. Supports multiple formats on the same router at the same time and will clean switch between 
multiple formats that match the reference frame rate when the switching is between the same video standard. 
Includes front panel button and spin knob routing, elegant machined metal front panel with LCD for routing 
display and video monitoring and remote Ethernet control.

€ 1,409

BLACKMAGIC Smart Videohubs
The world’s first Ultra HD mixed format routers with built in video monitoring and spin knob router control. 
Smart Videohub includes the latest 6G-SDI technology so you can simultaneously connect and route any 
combination of SD, HD and Ultra HD video all on the same router at the same time. You also get 
revolutionary new visual routing that lets you see your router connections as video on the built in LCD as you 
scroll the knob to select your routing. Now you can route your video simply by looking at the video.

BMD-VHUBSMART6G1212 BLACKMAGIC Smart Videohub 12x12 € 1,325
BMD-VHUBSMART6G2020 BLACKMAGIC Smart Videohub 20x20 € 1,865
BMD-VHUBSMART6G4040 BLACKMAGIC Smart Videohub 40x40 € 2,795
BMD-VHUBSMARTE12G4040 BLACKMAGIC Smart Videohub 12G 40x40 € 4,665

BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub 72
Universal Videohub 72 is a fully scalable 3G/HD/SD and deck control routing switcher. Add either regular 
copper SDI or optical fiber SDI interface cards as you need, up to a 72 x 72 SDI size router. The Universal 
Videohub 72 rack frame is only 5 RU and 6 inches deep and can support a single 72 x 72 crosspoint card 
and a single power supply card. You get full auto standard detection, re-clocking, 3 Gb/s SDI support, 72 x 
72 deck control, ethernet/serial control and more. Universal Videohub 72 is a fantastic medium sized router 
that lets you grow. When you're ready to upgrade, all SDI interface cards, crosspoint and power supply cards 
can be installed into the larger Universal Videohub 288 chassis.

BMD-VHUBUV/72CH BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub 72 € 2,795
BMD-VHUBUV/72XP BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub 72 Crosspoint € 2,695

Universal Videohub 288
The Universal Videohub 288 is the ultimate 3G/HD/SD and deck control routing switcher. With a choice of 72 
x 72 or 288 x 288 crosspoint cards, the frame can be easily upgraded using our hot swappable regular BNC 
SDI or optical fiber interface modules that also include full deck control. If you need redundancy then simply 
add a second crosspoint card for true 24/7 reliability. All inputs have auto standards detection and all outputs 
are re-clocked. Universal Videohub 288 features an 18 rack unit frame that is less than 6 inches deep. You 
also get ethernet and serial connectivity, third party control and redundant power supplies. Universal 
Videohub 288 lets you start small for an affordable cost and then expand its size and even add full 
redundancy as your needs grow.

BMD-VHUBUV/288CH BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub 288 € 9,359
BMD-VHUBUV/288XP BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub 288 Crosspoint € 8,125
BMD-VHUBUV/IF/OPT BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub Optical Interface € 895
BMD-VHUBUV/IF/SDI BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub SDI Interface € 365
BMD-VHUBUV/IFC/REMCAB BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub Remote Cable € 69
BMD-VHUBUV/POWIF300 BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub 450w Power Card € 369
BMD-VHUBUV/POWIF800 BLACKMAGIC Universal Videohub 800w Power Supply € 2,719
Item Number Accessories
BMD-PS-12V12A BLACKMAGIC Power Supply - Videohub 12V 150W € 95

Universal Videohubs 
If you're looking for true redundancy and the ability to build your own router with both BNC SDI and optical fiber SDI, then Universal Videohub is the perfect choice. 
It comes in two models for a maximum 72 x 72 or 288 x 288 crosspoint size, and because every module in the router is card based, you can mix and match 
components, and hot swap cards in the unlikely event of failure.
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Item Number Film Scanning 
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-CINTELSCAN4KG2 BLACKMAGIC Cintel Scanner

***Cintel is available through specialist authorised resellers only***
Cintel Scanner 2 our new second generation Cintel film scanner. The new Cintel Scanner 2 adds incredibly 
fast 40Gb/s Thunderbolt 3 and PCIe connections, support for HDR, timecode out for syncing to external 
equipment, and more. Cintel Scanners have become the most popular film scanners in the world and give 
you a way to scan your existing libraries of 35mm and 16mm film all the way up to 4K for Ultra HD 
broadcast. The combination of the Cintel Scanner 2 with the new HDR tools in DaVinci Resolve 15, make it 
the fastest way to prepare your library to meet the growing demand for 4K HDR from services such as Netflix 
and Apple iTunes

€ 27,025

BMD-CINTELSNAUDKCSCAN BLACKMAGIC Cintel Scanner Audio & Key-Code Reader € 3,155
BMD-CINTELSGATE16MMHDR BLACKMAGIC Cintel Scanner 16MM Gate € 1,275
BMD-CINTELSPTRROL BLACKMAGIC Cintel Scanner Film Cleaning Roller Kit € 215
BMD-CINTELSHIPPING BLACKMAGIC Cintel Scanner Shipping € 895

Item Number Colour Grading & VFX 
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-DV/STUFUS BLACKMAGIC Fusion Studio

Fusion Studio for Windows is the world’s most advanced compositing software for visual effects artists, 
broadcast, motion graphic designers and 3D animators.Fusion includes all of the tools you need to create 
spectacular visual effects and advanced 3D motion graphics. The powerful and unique flow graph interface 
helps you easily build sophisticated composites by simply connecting nodes together. True 3D compositing 
environment lets you combine live action, 3D models, cameras, lights, 3D particles, volumetric effects and 
powerful image processing tools, all within a single application. 

€ 269

BMD-DV/RESSTUD BLACKMAGIC DaVinci Resolve 16 Studio Activation Key
DaVinci Resolve for Mac and Windows is the world’s most advanced color correction as a software only 
solution compatible with high performance GPU cards and off the shelf control panels including the Tangent 
Devices Element™, JL Cooper Eclipse CX™ and the Avid Artist Color™ control panels. Includes 32-bit float 
YRGB processing for all effects, power windows, tracking, primaries and secondaries and 3D object tracker. 
Great first color correction solution when you are working heavily in SD and HD.

€ 269

BMD-DV/RESSTUDDONGLE BLACKMAGIC DaVinci Resolve Studio 16 Dongle € 269
BMD-DV/RES/BBPNLMIC BLACKMAGIC DaVinci Resolve Micro Panel

The DaVinci Resolve Micro Panel is a high quality, portable low profile panel that features three high 
resolution trackballs and 12 precision machined control knobs for accessing all essential primary color 
correction tools. Above the center trackball are keys for switching between log and offset color correction, as 
well as a key to display DaVinci Resolve’s full screen viewer, which is great for use with laptops. Eighteen 
dedicated keys on the right side also give you access to the most commonly used grading features and 
playback controls. DaVinci Resolve Micro Panel is perfect for independent editors and colorists that need a 
truly portable solution, great on set to create looks and evaluate color and lighting, ideal for quickly grading 
video in broadcast trucks, great for education and much more.

€ 915

BMD-DV/RES/BBPNLMINI BLACKMAGIC DaVinci Resolve Mini Panel
The DaVinci Resolve Mini Panel is a compact panel that’s packed with a massive combination of features 
and controls. Like the micro panel, you get three professional trackballs along with a variety of buttons for 
switching tools, adding color correctors and navigating your node tree. It also features two color LCD screens 
that display menus, controls and parameter settings for the selected tool, along with direct access buttons 
that let you go direct to the menus for specific DaVinci features. The DaVinci Resolve Mini Panel is ideal for 
editors and colorists that need to regularly switch between editing and color grading, or for freelance colorists 
that need to take their panel with them when moving between facilities! The mini panel is also great for 
colorists working on location shoots, for corporate and event videographers, houses of worship and more.

€ 2,755

BMD-DV/RES/AADPNL BLACKMAGIC DaVinci Resolve Advanced Panel - Includes Resolve 12 Software
***Resolve is only available through specialist authorised resellers only***
When you working with demanding clients then it's time to upgrade to DaVinci Resolve with control surface. 
This is the full version of DaVinci Resolve that includes the full DaVinci Resolve control surface, plus a 
license of the DaVinci Resolve 12 Studio . you get the power of a full DaVinci Resolve system with single 
GPU. The amazing DaVinci Resolve control surface has been designed by colorists to work together in total 
harmony with the DaVinci Resolve software. Controls have been placed near your natural hand positions and 
lift, gamma and gain can all be adjusted at the same time. Each correction control has a separate button or 
knob so you can instinctively reach out and touch every part of your image.

€ 27,595

BMD-DV/RES/BBPNLMLEKB BLACKMAGIC DaVinci Resolve Editor Keyboard
The DaVinci Resolve Editor Keyboard is designed for professional editors who need to work faster and turn 
around work quickly. More than just a simple keyboard, the DaVinci Resolve Editor Keyboard has been 
designed as an alternative way to edit that’s much faster than a mouse because you can simultaneously use 
both hands at the same time. You also get an integrated search dial built right into the keyboard. Simply plug 
the keyboard into any USB‑C computer and you are ready to go. While most keys will work as a standard 
USB keyboard, the DaVinci Resolve Editor Keyboard has been designed for DaVinci Resolve 16 to enable an 
editing experience that's dramatically faster than previously possible.

€ 895

BMD-PSATEM12V70W BLACKMAGIC Power Supply DaVinci/ATEM 12v 70w € 85

Item Number Ultimatte Realtime Chromakey Solutions 
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-ULTMKEY11 BLACKMAGIC Ultimatte 11

The Ultimatte 11 HD/SD is the next generation, multi-definition, blue/green screen, compositing device. If 
your studio is set up for HD or SD, or you are planning to change from SD to HD, the Ultimatte 11 HD/SD is 
the perfect real-time compositing device. The Ultimatte 11 HD/SD has been designed to address the needs of 
virtual studios. With enhanced Matte controls, streamlined Ambiance controls, in addition to complete FG 
and BG RGB color controls, the Ultimatte 11 HD/SD “places” the FG subject in the new environment in a very 
natural and realistic way.

€ 9,359

BMD-ULTMKEY12 BLACKMAGIC Ultimatte 12
The all new Ultimatte 12 is more than the world’s best keyer, it’s an advanced real time compositing 
processor designed for the next generation of broadcast graphics. Ultimatte 12 features entirely new 
algorithms and color science that deliver true photorealistic composites. You get incredible edge handling, 
greater color separation, amazing color fidelity and better spill suppression than ever before, even in dark 
shadow areas or through transparent objects such as windows. The high performance 12G-SDI design gives 
you the power to work in Ultra HD and HD with sub pixel processing for amazing image quality. 

€ 9,359

BMD-ULTMSMTREM4 BLACKMAGIC Ultimatte Smart Remote Control
The Smart Remote 4 controls up to 8 unit id numbers of Ultimatte-12 via Ethernet or up to 8 unit id numbers 
of Ultimatte-11/Ultimatte-500 via RS485. Its larger display area and adjustable stand, along with brightness 
controls for both display and button illuminations, makes the operation user-friendly. With "Monitor Out 
Views" accessible from every menu, Smart Remote 4 provides the fastest and easiest navigation for every 
operator.

€ 3,545

Item Number General Accessories
List Price

(EUR)
BMD-FANMBVHUM BLACKMAGIC Fan for Multibridge / VideoHub € 19
BMD-4LANEPCIE2M BLACKMAGIC Cable - 4 Lane PCI Express 2 Meter € 125
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